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Address VM Edelstahltechnik GmbH 
Bannewerthstraße 6 
58840 Plettenberg

Country Germany

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
Innovative technology, ideal service and reliability – our clients in the PV sector and in the industry say that these are our strengths. As a future-
orientated company with many years of experience in the photovoltaic, we can offer know-how and a comprehensive range of services. This makes us
your competent partner who knows the requirements and the problems. Hence, we can offer economic solutions, which are also individually developed
for you, if required. VM Edelstahltechnik has a well-sorted range of products for mounting accessories, in order to be able to perform as your
competent partner. Our range of products includes amongst others mounting profiles, triangles, roof hooks, and clamps for solar and solar heat
modules, hammer-headed screws, theft protections, twist protections and threaded plates.
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